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Dubai Trip 2018
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This terminal is strategically placed with and the Jebel Ali Free Zone (Jafza). This

A Big Thank You!

respect to Dubai because incoming ves- was the most impressive part of our visit.

Our MBA-Shipping students had

sels will not need to pass close to Iran in Dubai has been able to cultivate and de-

the unique chance of visiting al-

the straight of hormuz. After the Fujairah velop this zone, known as Jafza, which is

most 50 companies, ports and as-

terminals we drove East to Khor Fakkan a breeding ground for manufacturing and

sociations in 2018! We would like

which is one of the UAE’s most desirable business development. With access to the

to express once again our gratitu-

beach destinations. We arrived on a May Jebel Ali port as well as the new airfreight

de to the executives and experts

day that just happened to be 39 degrees terminal, zero corporate tax, zero income
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Celsius; hot.

below (in an alphabetical order):

tax and customs and immigration specialisation, Dubai has created an incredibly

The port of Khor Fakkan was a container special area. Overall a very successful trip

Hamburg, 15 - 16 February 2018:

terminal on a smaller scale than what we to Dubai and everything that I had hoped

Berenberg Bank | Columbia

have in Hamburg but still impressive!

Shipmanagement (Deutschland)

for and more!
-

Written
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Zuhusky,

On the final day we visited DP World MBA Shipping student

GmbH | Hapag-Lloyd AG / E.R.
Schifffahrt GmbH & Cie. KG /
Oldendorff Carriers | Verband
Deutscher Reeder (German
Shipowners Association) – VHSS
(Vereinigung Hamburger Schiffsmakler und Schiffsagenten e. V)
- VSM
Dubai, 8 - 12 May 2018:
Dubai Dry Docks | Dubai

Interview with MBA Shipping Alumnus James Harding

International Financial Centre |

Why did you choose this particular MBA management whilst the staff also encoura-

Zone - Economic Zones World,

ged me to explore new and innovative

Jebel Ali | Khor Fakkan Terminal

programme?

Dubai Port World | Jebel Ali Free

I was looking to do an MBA in shipping ideas and thinking.

| Port of Fujairah | Stephenson

and I could not refuse the opportunity to

Harwood | University of Dubai

attend a business school located at the How did this study programme help you
centre of such a great shipping city. Se- reach your career goals?

London, 4 - 8 April 2018:

condary to that but also important was I joined the course after an 11 year military

Clarksons | International Mobile

that the course had a flexible schedule career, and the knowledge gained gave me

Satelite Organization / Inmarsat /

that fit my lifestyle at the time.

the confidence to express myself in the un-

| International Chamber of Ship-

familiar world of business. One of the other

ping | International Maritime Or-

How would you summarise your study key benefits I have taken from the course, is
experience here at HSBA?

the network I developed. A diverse group of

ganization | International Windship
Association | Lloyd‘s Market |

I thoroughly enjoyed my time with HSBA. very smart and experienced people, many

Michael Else & Co. Ltd | Skuld |

It was intense at times but always stimu- of whom I now consider friends. They have

The Baltic Exchange | SKULD

lating. In particular the trips to London, been instrumental in helping me leverage
Dubai and Athens were fascinating.

my skills and education to find a job that fits

Athens/Piraeus, 25 - 29 June 2018:

my skillset and ambitions.

Laskaridis Foundation / Laskaridis
Shipping /Danaos Shipping Co.

Were your expectations for the study programme met?

Thank you very much for taking the time to

Ltd Ship Managers |

Yes, the programme grounded me in the answer our questions, James!

| Phoenix Register of Shipping |

business essentials needed for senior

Ship / ERGOSE SA Thriasio Rail
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HSBA Strengthens Presence in the IMO
Schinas delivered a Statement in the As-

Center / HELMEPA / DESFA SA
Revythousa LNG Terminal / Lloyds Register / Golden Union /

sembly of 2017 in his capacity as perma-

| Tsakos Shipping and Trading

nent representative of a Member State.

SA |

His statement is available here.

This impressive list of visits demonstrates the wealth of information gained by our students, the

SeaDevCon: Marine Developer Conference at HSBA

networking possibilities enjoyed

Together, Marine Data Systems and At the AIS Summit, people discuss and

that directs our curricula.

and the operational pragmatism

HSBA organise the first SeaDevCon, a show their tracking and visibility capamarine developer conference from the 6 bilities and how this technology support

Publications

to 8 of September at the Adolphsplatz 6. suitability.

Maritime Silk Road: Schinas
and von Westarp (MBA-S

The SeaDevCon brings together mariti- The SeaDevCon puts ideas into practice

2013) published the first part of

me software and hardware developers, and prototypes and proof of concepts are

their research effort to explore

shipping & climate experts, human right developed. All our graduates and students

the Maritime Silk Road initiative

& environmental activists, NGOs & lateral are strongly encouraged to register and

of the PR of China. The paper

thinkers to work together on solutions for actively take part in the conference, the

is available here.

emission reduction, anti-corruption and summit and the hackathon!
Energy Policy: The work of

human rights in shipping and maritime.

Iliopoulou, Kepaptsoglou and

SMM 2018

Schinas, was recently publis-

Every two years, the leading international and in view of the rapidly changing ma-

Policy. Their paper is titled

maritime fair SMM takes place in Ham- ritime research landscape, the German

Energy Supply Security for

burg. This year SMM will host a presen- Maritime Center is expected to play a key

the Aegean islands: A Routing

tation of Prof. Schinas in the Maritime role in the development of the European

Model with Risk and Environ-

Career Market on the 7 of September Maritime Research Area.

mental Considerations“ and is

around 11:20 on future challenges and

available here.

hed in the Journal of Energy

th

education. His short presentation in Eng- One of the goals of DMZ is to promote
lish will address the challenges of decar- interdisciplinary cooperation and developbonisation and autonomous ships pose ment in emerging technologies at the naon current curricular offers and will out- tional and international level, therefore it is
line the educational approach of HSBA.

an honour and a privilege to present our
HSBA research contribution to the global

Moreover, Schinas will present the results maritime community.
of his research on financing greening in
shipping. The German Maritime Center,
an institution funded by the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure, organises the event and will
shortly announce the schedule.
Working to further European integration
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